LANGUAGE SECTION (23 pts.)

PART A. (1 pt. each; 11 pts.)

1. is considered
2. to refer
3. have been
4. to take
5. don’t / do not have
6. to make
7. a. get
   b. won’t suffer
8. had been sold/was sold
9. had died
10. selling
11. is

PART B. (1.5 pts. each; 3 pts.)

1. Who wanted to marry Nhamo
2. Why do parents encourage the marriage of their daughters… their daughters to get married

PART C. (1.5 pts. each; 9 pts.)

1. … young girls (from) getting married
2. … marry/get married at an early age due to poverty
3. … without (getting) the permission of their parents/
   … without (getting) their parents’ permission
4. … is important (that) young girls (should) be educated …
   … is important for young girls to be educated …
5. … (many) young girls wouldn’t get married at an early age if there were (a lot of) educational opportunities
   …if there were (a lot of) educational opportunities, (many) young girls wouldn’t get married at an early age
6. … fathers object to sending their daughters to school

READING SECTION (37 pts.)

Vocabulary Section (1 pt. each; 7 pts.)

1. attitudes  2. perception  3. survival  4. assumptions
5. reveals  6. implemented  7. extinct
Logical Sequence (1.5 pts. each; 3 pts.)

1. b 2. c

TEXT I (11 pts.)
A. (1 pt. each; 3 pts.)
1. c 2. b 3. d

B. (2 pts. each; 8 pts.)
1. It has become Spain’s richest island
   Tourism (industry) has transformed Majorca/it from one of Spain's poorest islands to the richest
2. (There is) (an increasing) water shortage
   (Worsening) pollution
   (There is) no affordable housing left for the local people/residents to buy
3. The irresponsible acts of tourists
   (The fact) that people/tourists cannot make the connection between their irresponsible acts and
   global problems
4. The tour operators and the foreign hotel owners

TEXT II (16 pts.)
A. (1 pt. each; 2 pts.)
1. corruption
2. plagued

B. (1 pt. each; 6 pts.)
1. (level of) happiness
2. a. (what kind of) cars (they can drive) b. (what designer) clothes (they can wear)
3. simple things (in life)
4. from country to country
5. a. self-expression b. success
6. satisfying one’s duty (to society)

C. (2 pts. each; 8 pts.)
1. The fact that (economic and industrial giants, namely) the United States and Great Britain were placed at sixteen and twenty-four on the list of percentage of happy people
2. Yes, it is. Because Americans/they view happiness as something that cannot be separated from the issues of the world around them
   Yes, it is. Because for Americans/them happiness cannot be separated from the issues of the world around them
3. Problems in the/their families
4. Because the survey/it did not include the whole country, the results do not represent the entire population.